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DNS SECURITY PLATFORM

DNS SECURITY TOOLS
DNS is at the core of online communication,
with the vast majority of Internet and
internal traffic beginning with a DNS query.
DNS is often a set it and forget it system,
underutilized and ignored. With the right
tools however, this frequently overlooked
protocol can provide a wealth of information
and control over your enterprise network.
The Defence Intelligence DNS Security
Platform utilizes DNS to monitor, manage,
and secure your network. Working together or
individually, our DNS Security Tools are
designed to satisfy all business network traffic
management needs. Secure your network
from malware with Nemesis. Enforce policy
and traffic filtering with Valkyrie. Monitor
and manage your DNS with Clarity.

DNS SECURITY TOOLS
All of our products are in the cloud, take just
minutes to deploy and configure, and provide
global coverage. They’re adaptive, extremely
customizable, and scale with ease. The
Defence Intelligence DNS Security Platform is
the next standard in enterprise level network
traffic management. With one or all of our
products, Defence Intelligence can help you
create and customize your own DNS Security
solution.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Clarity is a DNS Security product for monitoring and managing outbound DNS traffic.
With Clarity you’ll have insight into DNS details, from NXDomain responses to GeoIP
destinations. Block DNS traffic based on various criteria combinations and create
authoritative DNS entries to send any domain to any IP. For a crystal clear view into
your DNS traffic, get Clarity.
DNS traffic insights covering country, TLD, and IP based destinations, invalid
and failed DNS queries, and detection of newly registered, multiple IP,
interval queried, and DGA (domain generation algorithm) domains.
Baseline and outlier creation, establishing trusted and untrusted DNS traffic.
Authoritative DNS management for full control over DNS routing.

DNS TRAFFIC INSIGHTS
Your network relies on DNS and, as such,
how your network operates can be seen
using DNS. Clarity shows you what local
queries are going unanswered, indicating
routing misconfigurations.

NXDomain
1456
ServFail
489
Refused
102
No Error
22535

Clarity tracks which public queries are going unresolved, which can lead to outages and
bandwidth waste. Clarity automatically summarizes how your traffic disperses across
the globe. By identifying where you go most often, you can choose to block traffic to the
locations you communicate with the least. Block DNS queries by country, TLD, or IP
and minimize unknown and unwanted network traffic.
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BASELINE AND OUTLIERS
Every network has a DNS fingerprint; a unique combination of DNS queries that remains
relatively constant. Using this DNS fingerprint, Clarity helps you create a baseline of
trusted DNS traffic. Outliers from this baseline can then be blocked by default or flagged
for review. Conditional outliers provide more detailed control, blocking only DGA
(domain generated algorithm) domains, or newly registered domains, for example.
Clarity lets you alter your baseline and outlier settings at any time so you can adapt to
changes in your DNS traffic.
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AUTHORITATIVE DNS
With Clarity, your DNS can be administered in the cloud. Control local system queries or
assign alternate IPs to publicly resolvable domains. Invalid queries, which indicate
common user typos or local configuration issues, are managed with ease and confidence
across your entire network. Clarity automatically looks for similar domains to your
entries so domain typos can be dealt with swiftly.

Clarity is perfect for the admin who wants to have all the data at their fingertips. Clarity
is greatly enhanced, however, by both Valkyrie and Nemesis. Valkyrie automatically
categorizes 90% or more of your traffic, identifying user activity and running software.
Nemesis protects your organization from malware and alerts you to compromised
systems on your network. With these additional products, you'll save time categorizing
and more effectively block unwanted traffic.

DNS SECURITY CONSOLE

CONSOLE OVERVIEW

Our console is fully equipped, whether you have one component or the full DNS Security Suite.
Real time monitoring of your DNS traffic.
Ruleset creation and customization; add your own blacklists or whitelists to
enhance rule application.
User access control and activity logs.
Customizable report generator.

RULESETS
The ability to have rules at specified domain levels creates an incredibly granular and unique
application of DNS capabilities. Rulesets can be made for both IPs and domains, and
whitelists and blacklists. Each ruleset can be applied independently to your various networks
and complement or override existing rules as needed. You can also import rules from other
data sources or from csv or txt files and have them applied immediately to your network.

TESTING
The testing section shows what is currently blocked and what would be
blocked if the configurations and ruleset under consideration were to be
applied. By knowing exactly what will be affected before
implementation, you can save time and dispel uncertainty.

DNS SECURITY CONSOLE

USER ACCESS & NOTIFICATIONS
Custom user permissions allow for comfortable distribution of abilities and
access. The right users get the data, features, and reports they need. Every user
action is logged for historical reference and auditing purposes. Notification
settings are customizable for each user and can be done via the console or by
email, creating quick alerts to a wide variety of product and console events.

REPORTING
Robust reporting covers user and console activity history and product
events in both summary and detailed styles. Generate reports at specified
intervals, create templates for future use, and manage access control.

NETWORKS & CUSTOMIZATION
The network designation ability offers a truly customized experience with
the presentation and control of your DNS traffic. View data across multiple
networks or individually. Create specific reports for each network, different
configurations and ruleset applications, as well as unique notification
settings.
The console is designed to make integration of each component seamless
and harmonized. Components can stand alone or work with each other to
provide unparalleled knowledge and control over your DNS traffic. Clarity,
Nemesis, and Valkyrie combine to create a DNS Security toolset that is
powerful and customizable, yet easy to implement and manage.

DEPLOYMENT

DEPLOYMENT OVERVIEW
Our DNS Security Platform functions in the cloud. No hardware or software is
needed. You need only point your DNS forwarders to our servers to begin service.
You’ll see traffic through our console immediately and can configure and apply
blocking and rulesets in seconds.

Our DNS servers are globally distributed and layered for redundancy and failover.
There’s no additional latency or interruption of traffic. Our services are invisible to
your users, unless you choose to redirect them to a specific location. (i.e. warning
page, IT support, etc.)

INTEGRATION
Our products don’t interfere with existing security tools or software. As a cloud
based DNS Security Platform you get the benefits of cloud services with the control
of on-site hardware. Firewall and SIEM integration is simple, allowing you to
receive alerts through our console or where you’re already receiving them.
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Create your own custom DNS Security Solution.
Trials take minutes to get started. Contact us today.

Defence Intelligence
www.defintel.com
1-877-331-6835
sales@defintel.com
Defence Intelligence was founded in 2008 and specializes in
enterprise level DNS Security Solutions. With our DNS Security
Platform, clients can effectively monitor, manage, and secure
their DNS traffic. We service enterprise clients across all
industries and around the world.

